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AET Europe joined The Hague Security Delta
Largest security cluster in Europe welcomes AET Europe as Premium Partner

Arnhem, August 13th 2015 – With effect from 1st of August, AET Europe became Premium
Partner of The Hague Security Delta (HSD), the largest security cluster in Europe. AET want to
share her expertise in the field of user identification, authentication, digital signature and e-ID
management. Good cooperation between government and industry can lead to excellent
security solutions is the opinion of the international company.
Within the Hague Security Delta (HSD) businesses, governments, and knowledge institutions
work together on innovations and knowledge in the field of cyber security, national and urban
security, protection of critical infrastructure, and forensics. The security cluster aims to
stimulate economic development and innovation in security. The foundation acts as driving
force, responsible for the implementation of the strategic direction and the international
promotion of the security cluster, through trade missions, communication and acquisition of
companies, institutions and conferences.
Jan Rochat, CTO of AET Europe about the partnership between HSD and AET:
‘We have joined HSD because we believe in the benefits of collaboration. As an international
IT-security software development company it is important to get access to all knowledge and
expertise that is available in the market. We are optimistic to get in contact with the right
partners and stay on top of new developments and trends in the security sector’.
Find here the announcement of HSD of AET’s partnership.
About AET Europe
AET Europe is a Dutch software development company with focus on IT security. Founded in
1998. The company develops software for the deployment and use of secure elements (e.g.
smart cards, tokens) and certificates. Its products are typically used in Government,
Healthcare, Finance and Enterprises. AET Europe delivers her state-of-the-art security
solutions for client, server and mobile environments. For more information on AET Europe,
visit them online at www.aeteurope.com
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